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Abstract:
Age progression is the process of modifying a photograph of a person to represent the effect of aging on their
appearance. Digital image processing is the most common technique today, although sometimes artists'
drawings are used. Age progression is most often used as a forensics tool by law enforcement. It can be used to
show the likely current appearance of a missing person from a photograph many years old. Most of the facial
features recognition, say for an example, character, gender and expression has been broadly envisioned.
Programmed age assessment and prediction of future expressions have once in a while been examined. With the
increase in age of human beings, we can see some gradual changes in their facial features. Aging is nonreversible process. Human face characteristics change with time which reflects major variations in appearance.
The age progression signs displayed on faces are uncontrollable and personalized such as hair whitening,
muscles dropping and wrinkles. Age synthesis is defined to rerender a face image aesthetically with natural
aging and rejuvenating effects on the individual face. Automatic age-progression is the process of modifying an
image showing the face of a person in order to predict his/her future facial appearance. Age estimation is
defined to label a face image automatically with the exact age (year) or the age group (year range) of the
individual face. During growth, aging is affected in two main forms, one is the size and shape variation and the
other is the textural variation. In this research we are including face detection, face part detection, face
detection using orl data base, and age progression.
KEYWORDS: Age estimation, eyeball recognition, face detection, wrinkle features.

INTRODUCTION
Facial features of respective faces can be used to identify individuals. The study of features of a face is known
as “FACE RECOGNITION”, which is one of the important biometric methods used in the Current scenario. As
compared to conventional authentication strategies, Biometric methods are considered as highly significant and
advantageous, because biometric features are unique individual to individual. This issue of individual
verification and identification is a vast area for researchers. Commonly utilized validation strategies involvface,
voice, fingerprint, ear, iris and retina and research in those areas are going on from over the last two decades.
Conventionally, face recognition is used especially for the resolution of identification in several areas. It is also
utilized for identifying several reports like land enrollment, travel papers, driver’s licenses and finding out any
person within a security range. Pictures capturing facial features are progressively used for verification in high
safety zone applications. As the age of an individual increases it results in the change of facial features, so the
database needs to be upgraded as per these changes and to update the database is a challenging task. So our aim
is to address the problem of facial ageing and to develop a mechanism that will identify any person with an
accuracy of 100%. This paper aims successful age bunch estimation by utilizing facial components such as
surface and shape from the image of the persons face.
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The human face holds important amount of information and attributes such as expression, gender and age. The
vast majority of people are able to easily recognize human traits like emotional states, where they can tell if the
person is happy, sad or angry from the face. Likewise, it is easy to determine the gender of the person. However,
knowing person’s age just by looking at old or recent pictures for them is often a bigger challenge. Our
objective in this thesis is to develop a human face detection and age progression from face images. Given a face
image of the person, we label it with an estimated age. Aging is non-reversible process. Human face
characteristics change with time which reflects major variations in appearance. The age progression signs
displayed on faces are uncontrollable and personalized such as hair whitening, muscles dropping and wrinkles.
The aging signs depend on many external factors such as life style and degree of stress. For instance smoking
causes several facial characteristics changes. A 30 years old person who smokes a box of cigarettes each day
will look like a 42 years old one. Compared with other facial characteristics such as identity, expression and
gender, aging effects display three unique characteristics:







The aging progress is uncontrollable. No one can advance or delay aging at will. The procedure of aging is
slow and irreversible.
Personalized aging variations. Different people age in different ways. The aging variation of each person is
determined by his/her genes as well as many external factors, such as health, lifestyle, weather conditions,
etc.
The aging variations are temporal data. The aging progress must obey the order of time. The face status at a
particular age will affect all older faces, but will not affect those younger ones. Each of these characteristics
contributes to the difficulties of automatic age estimation.
We have to distinguish between two computer vision problems. Age synthesis which aim at simulating the
aging effects on human faces [1] (i.e. simulate how the face would look like at a certain age ) with
customized single or mixed facial attributes (identity, expression, gender, age, ethnicity, pose, etc.) which is
the inverse procedure of Face detections shown in Figure 1.1. While, Face detection and time domain
analysis over time aims at labelling a face image automatically with the exact age (year) or the age group
(year range) of the individual face.

Figure 1.1: Age synthesis [1]
1.1Challenges
There were several challenges encountered when attempting to develop our algorithm, because face images can
demonstrate a wide degree of variation in both shape and texture. Appearance variations are caused by
individual differences, the deformation of an individual face due to changes in expression and speaking, as well
as lighting variations. These issues are explained more in the following points:

The Face detection problem is particularly challenging as age depends on many factors, some of them are
visual and many others are non-visual such as ethnic background, living style, working environment, health
condition and social life. For instance, the effects of ultraviolet radiation, usually through exposure to
sunlight, may cause solar aging which is another strong cause for advanced signs of face aging. In
particular, Stone [23] stated that aging can be accelerated by smoking, genetic predisposition, emotional
stress, disease processes, dramatic changes in weight, and exposure to extreme climates.



The visual features that can help in evaluating age such as people’s facial features are affected by pose,
lighting and imaging conditions.
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Males and females may have different general discriminative features displayed in images due to the
different extent in using makeup, accessories and cosmetic surgeries which increase the negative influence
of individual differences.



The difficulty of acquiring large-scale databases, which covers enough age range with chronological face
aging images, makes the estimation tasks more difficult to achieve. Although AIAA image mining can help
the data collection [14], it is usually hard or even impractical to collect a large database of large amount of
subjects providing a series of personal images across different ages.

1.2 Core system module
In the core system module, our Face detection algorithm consists of two tasks, face representation using the
extended bio-inspired features (EBIF) that is based on the bio-inspired features [6] to encode the facial features
robustly. Then, age estimation for analysis over the time domain, where we train a cascade of Support Vector
Machines (SVM) and Support Vector Regression (SVR) to learn the relationship between the coded
representation of the face and the actual age of the subjects. Once this relationship is established, it is possible to
estimate the age of a previously unseen image. Some concepts need to be explained first.
We want to differentiate five definitions about human age in this thesis.
 Actual Age analysis: The real age (cumulated years after birth) of an individual.
 Appearance Age: The age information shown on the visual appearance.
 Perceived Age: The individual age gauged by human subjects from the visual appearance.
 Estimated Age: The individual age recognized by machine from the visual appearance.
 Categorization of age: Further are being categorized on the basis of their belonging age progression.
We use the Actual age and Estimate age with progression estimation definitions in this work.

LITERATURE SURVEY
Traditional face recognition incorporates various methods like Eigen face or principal component analysis
(PCA), fisher face or linear discriminate analysis (LDA) in [10], [11]. These strategies extricate facial features
from an image and after utilizing them look as a part of the face database for pictures with coordinating
elements. Skin composition examination strategy [3], [4] utilizes the visual subtle elements of the skin, as
caught in standard computerized or filtered images, and turns the remarkable lines, details and spots evident in a
man’s skin into a scientific space. There are two fundamental reasons for studying ageing effects in human
computer interaction: (1) automatically estimating age for face image, and (2) Automatic age progression for
face recognition. A framework has been produced to characterize face pictures into one of the three age
bunches: babies, youthful grown-ups and senior grown-ups in [5]. In this paper, key historic points were mined
from face pictures and separations between those milestones are calculated. At that point, proportions of those
separations were utilized to characterize face pictures as that of new born children or grown-ups. This paper
likewise proposes a strategy for wrinkle recognition in predetermined in face pictures to further arrange grownup images into youthful grown-ups and senior grown-ups. The primary genuine human age estimation
hypothesis was proposed in [15], [16]. Those utilized a ageing function (quadratic function) taking into account
a parametric model of face pictures and performed undertakings, for instance, programmed age estimation, face
recognition, crosswise over age progression. 3-D method utilizes 3-D sensors to catch data about the state of a
face in [17], [18]. This data is then used to recognize particular elements on the surface of a face, for instance,
the eyes shape attachments, nose and jaw. This system is strong to change in lighting and survey edges. [19],
[20] added to a Bayesian age contrast classifier that characterizes face images of people in light of age contrasts
and performs face check crosswise over age progression. Those utilized direction change and distortion of
nearby facial element points of interest. Be that as it may, males and females may have diverse face maturing
patterns relying upon nature impacts. The AGES (Aging example Sub-space) technique for programmed age
estimation is proposed in [21]. It demonstrates the maturing pattern in a 2D sub-space and after that for a
concealed face image to develop the face and calculate the age. A 3D maturing displaying system which
consequently creates some missing pictures in diverse age gatherings is proposed in [13]. Feature extraction
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based face recognition, age orientation, and age order is proposed in [23],[24],[25], [26] recommended that the
frontal face perspective create an isosceles triangle joining the two eyes and mouth. This isosceles triangle is
very helpful for face recognition and estimation of age range. The face triangle is unique for each and every
individual and this face triangle can be utilized for face recognition with age.
In order to estimate the age facial global features, Active Appearance Model (AAM) is applied. The AAM is a
generative parametric model that contains both the shape and appearance of a human face, which it
demonstrates utilizing the principal component analysis (PCA), and has the capacity to create different
occurrences utilizing just a little number of parameters. In this way, an AAM has been broadly utilized for
displaying face and facial element point extraction. AAM, which is the expansion of Active Shape Model,
discovers the component points utilizing the enhanced Least Mean Square method. At that point support vector
machine system is made functional to make hyper planes that will go about as the classifiers utilizing the
outcome, the individual is named youthful or grown-up. Two separate maturing capacities are produced and
used to discover the age as proposed by K. Luu et al. [27] and Choi et al. [32]. The system proposed by K.
Ricanek et al. [28] can be considered as the expansion of K. Luu et al. [27], with the special case that Least
Angle Regression (LAR) strategy is utilized to build the exactness of discovering the feature points in the image
utilizing AAM. In LAR strategy, every one of the coefficients are initially assigned 0. Then from feature point
X1, LAR moves persistently towards minimum mean square estimation until it achieves the proficiency.
Worldwide elements, for example, separation, point and proportion are additionally considered for order of age
gathering. MerveKilinc et.al. [29] Utilize another system for having covered age gatherings and a classifier that
consolidates geometric and textural components. The classifier scoring results are added to deliver the assessed
age. Relative investigations demonstrate that the best execution is gotten utilizing the combination of local
Gabor Binary patterns and geometric elements. From the geometric elements, the cross-proportion is figured
out, which is the proportion of separation between the facial elements like nose closures, head, and mouth. The
part of geometric qualities of appearances is considered, as portrayed by an arrangement of historic point
focuses on the face, in the view of age. The relative changes used to estimate change in the subjects posture. Sub
spaces can be distinguished as points on a Grassmann manifold. The twisting of a normal face to a given face is
evaluated as a speed vector that changes the normal to a given picture in unit time.at that point Euclidean space
regression strategy is made functional. This paper apprehensions with giving a technique to gauge age
gatherings utilizing face features. This system depends on the face triangle which has three direction coordinate
points between left eyeball, right eyeball and mouth point. The face edge between left eyeball, mouth point and
right eyeball appraises the age of a human. On human trial, it functions admirably for human ages from 18 to 60
as talked about by P. Turaga et al. [30] and R. Jana et al. [31].
Choi et al. [32] examines about the age identification utilizing age feature classification joined as a part of
request to enhance the general execution. In feature extraction, they talked about local, global and hierarchical
features. In nearby elements, for example, wrinkles, skin, hair and geometrical components are extracted
utilizing Sobel filter system. In worldwide components AAM technique, Gabor Wavelet transform methods are
utilized. Various leveled is the mixture of both the neighborhood and worldwide elements. In the proposed
model they utilized Gabor channel to extricate the wrinkles and LBP system for skin identification. This
enhances the age estimation execution of neighborhood elements.
C.T. Lin et. Al [33], assessed the age by global face elements taking into account the blend of Gabor wavelets
and orthogonal locality preserving projections. The Gabor wavelet transformation is utilized to build
effectiveness of SVM development. Hu Han et. Al [34] examined about the face pre-preparing, facial part
restriction, feature extraction and hierarchical age estimation. They utilize SVM-BDT (Binary Decision Tree) to
achieve age group classification. A different SVM age repressor is prepared to anticipate the final age.

PRELIMINARIES
Face detection and progression can be treated as a classification problem, when each age is considered as a class
label. Alternatively, Face detection can be treated as a regression problem, where each age is considered a
regression value. In our experiments, we use both SVR and SVM methods for Face detection on the FG-NET
and the MORPH standard databases. The RBF SVR can address the three limitations of the traditional quadratic
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regression model [10] :(1) the simple quadratic function may not model the complex aging process, especially
for a large span of years, e.g., 0-70; (2) the least square estimation is sensitive to outliers that come from
incorrect labels when collecting a large image database; and (3) the least square estimate criterion only
minimizes the empirical risk which may not generalize well for unseen. A face feature localizer is used to detect
the face in each image using Active Shape Model stage (ASM). Then, the images are cropped and resized to
59×80 gray-level images. For the face representation; we use our extension of the biologically-inspired features
method to model each face for the purpose of age estimation, which leads to a total of 6100 features per image.
We use cascade of classification and regression. We build six SVR models and one SVM model using the
experimentally selected parameter provided .Using SVR or SVM separately cannot adequately estimate age
because of the diversity of the aging process across different ages. Hence, we combine SVR and SVM models
by selecting which model to use over each age group, based on MSE results over the training. The age of the test
image is predicted using a cascade of SVM and SVR models by taking the average over the estimated ages as
shown in Figure 3.1. Then, based on the decision nodes, the final age is estimated.

Figure 3.1 Face detection and categorization over the progression process for test images cascade of SVR and
SVM models
We used two measures to evaluate Face detection performance: (1) Mean Absolute Error and (2) Cumulative
score (CS). The MAE is defined as the average of the absolute errors between the estimated ages and the ground
truth ages.

Where lk is the ground truth age for the test is image k and lk^ is the estimated age and N is the total number of
test images. The cumulative score CS(j) is defined as Ne≤jN×100% where Ne≤j is the number of test images on
which the Face detection makes an absolute error no higher than j years.
3.1 Aging databases
Collecting face images is an important task for the purposes of building models for accurate age estimation.
However, it is extremely hard in practice to collect large size aging databases, especially when one want to
collect the chronometric image series from an individual. In this thesis, we have used two standard aging
databases FG-NET and MORPH; we summarize them as follows with other existing benchmark aging
databases.
3.2 FG-NET(ORL) aging database
The FG-NET aging database is publically available. It contains 1,002 high-resolution color or grey scale face
images of 82 multiple-face subjects with large variation of lighting, pose, and expression. The age range is from
0 to 69 years with chronological aging images available for each subject (on average 12 images per subject).
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Fig 3.2 Some sample images from FG-NET
3.3 MORPH database
The publically available MORPH face database was collected by the face aging group in the University of North
Carolina at Wilmington, for the purpose of face biometrics applications. This longitudinal database records
individuals‟ metadata, such as age, gender, ethnicity, height, weight, and ancestry, which is organized into two
albums. Album 1 contains 1,724 face images of 515 subjects taken between 1962 and 1998.

Fig 3.3 Some sample images from MORPH album 1
3.4 YGA database
The private Yamaha Gender and Age (YGA) is not publically available database. So, we did not use it in our
evaluations. YGA database contains 8,000 high-resolution outdoor color images of 1,600 Asian subjects, 800
females and 800 males, with ages ranging from0 (newborn) to 93 years. Each subject has about 5 near frontal
images at the same age and a ground truth label of his other approximate age as an integer. The photos contain
large variations in illumination, facial expression, and makeup. The faces are cropped automatically by a face
detector, and resized to 60x60 gray-level patches.
3.5 Experiments and results of earlier research work
A Leave-One-Person-Out (LOPO) test strategy is used on the FG-NET database, i.e., in each fold, the images of
one person are used as the test set and those of the others are used as the training set. After 82 folds, each subject
has been used as test set once, and the final results are calculated based on all the estimations. In this way, the
algorithms are tested in the case similar to real applications, i.e., the subject for whom the algorithm attempt to
estimate his/her age is previously unseen in the training set.

Proposed Works
4.1 Algorithm for face recognition
A template matching process uses pixels, samples, models or textures as pattern. The recognition function
computes the differences between these features and the stored templates. It uses correlation or distance
measures. Although the matching of 2D images was the early trend, nowadays 3D templates are more common.
The 2D approaches are very sensitive to orientation or illumination changes. One way of addressing this
problem is using Elastic Bunch Graphs to represent images. Each subject has a bunch graph for each of its
possible poses. Facial features are extracted from the test image to form an image graph. This image graph can
be compared to the model graphs, matching the right class. The introduction of 3D models is motivated by the
potential ability of three dimensional patterns to be unaffected by those two factors. The problem is that 3D data
should be acquired doing 3D scans, under controlled conditions. Moreover, in most cases requires the
collaboration of the subject to be recognized. Therefore, in applications such as surveillance systems, this kind
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of 3D data may not be available during the recognition process. This is why there is tendency to build training
sets using 3D models, but gathering 2D images for recognition. Techniques that construct 3D models from 2D
data are being developed in this context.

Fig 4.1: Explain how the pixel in grid based face pattern
4.2 Template matching algorithm Under Active Shape
Model.
A basic method of template matching uses
a convolution mask (template), tailored to a specific
feature of the search image, which we want to detect.
This technique can be easily performed on grey images or edge images. The convolution output will be highest
at places where the image structure matches the mask structure, where large image values get multiplied by
large mask values.
A pixel in the search image with coordinates (xs, ys) has intensity Is(xs, ys) and a pixel in the template with
coordinates (xt, yt) has intensity It(xt, yt ). Thus the absolute difference in the pixel intensities is defined
as Diff(xs, ys, x t, y t) = | Is(xs, ys) – It(x t, y t) |.

The mathematical representation of the idea about looping through the pixels in the search image as we translate
the origin of the template at every pixel and take the SAD measure is the following:

Srows and Scols denote the rows and the columns of the search image and Trows and Tcols denote the rows and the
columns of the template image, respectively. In this method the lowest SAD score gives the estimate for the best
position of template within the search image. The method is simple to implement and understand, but it is one of
the slowest methods. Face part detection is also done through template matching algorithm. further age
progression we perform the following steps.
4.2.1 Pose correction: Input face is warped to approximately frontal pose using the alignment pipeline of
denote the aligned photo I.
4.2.2 Texture age progress: Relight the source and target age cluster averages to match the lighting of yielding
AI s and AI t. Compute flow F source–input between AI s and I and warp AI s to the input image coordinate
frame, and similarly for F target–input. This yields a pair of illumination matched projections, Js and J t both
warped to input. The texture difference Jt−Js is added to the input image I.
4.2.3 Flow age progress: Apply flow from source cluster to target cluster F-target source mapped to the input
image, i.e., apply F input–target.F target–source to the texture-modified image I + Jt − Js. For efficiency, we pre
compute bidirectional flows from each age cluster to every other age cluster. Aspect ratio progress:
Apply change in aspect ratio, to account for variation in head shape over time. Per-cluster aspect ratios were
computed as the ratio of distance between the left and right eye to the distance between the eyes and mouth,
averaged over the fiducially point locations of images in each of the clusters. We also allow for differences in
skin tone (albedo) by computing a separate rank-4 subspace and projection for each colour channel.
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The main focus of this study is to move the research on the human Face detection and progression to real
applications and practical usage of life rather than being bounded to the existing databases with their limitations
to a single human ethnic group or the well annotated faces. All methods and algorithms should take into
consideration a more generalized database that contains various races with different image qualities and
conditions.
In this work, we address the following issues:
1.

Though it is practically difficult or even impossible to collect a huge human Face detection database with
correct true labels. But, the internet provides us with the facility to collect such a large amount of face
images with possible age information existing in the form of tags or descriptions for a particular image.
Popular photo sharing websites such as Flickr can provide a large number of images based on a single agerelated query such as 20 years old, the returned results will be in thousands of correct images from different
various ancestry groups

2.

Face misalignment can be rectified by using the Active Shape Model (ASM) to locate the correct facial
landmarks for the face images.

3.

The problem of multi-instance faces in the same image with possibly incorrect labels of the image. This
motivated us to design the universal labeller algorithm for efficient and effective image labelling.

Simulation & Results

Fig 5.1: Basic layout

Fig 5.2: Group Figure of Test Pick
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Fig 5.3: Test pic

Fig 5.4: After search of test pic (in highlighted portion)

Fig 5.5 After the execution of Age Progression of PM Modi

Fig 5.6: It has the scroll button for the shape bend and color Bend that has main cause of aging sign for old age.
We have developed a fully automatic Face detection and progression frame work in this thesis. A three
modelled architecture is proposed: 1) Core system module; 2) Enhancement module; and 3) Application
module. In core system module, we have built the main components of our human Face detection system. We
introduced a novel face representation schema which has two main steps; face cropping using the Active Shape
Model (ASM) to crop the face image to the area that covers the face boundary. We constructed a new database
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using the internet as a rich repository for image collection. Over many images were crawled, that is based on
AIAA image collector using human age-related queries.

CONCLUSION
This paper aims to define a strategy for age group estimation altogether. So the proposed system gives a
powerful strategy that confirms the age gathering of people from an arrangement of distinctive aged face
images. Critical components, for example, separations between different parts of face, study of wrinkle
topography and count of face edges are analyzed. Every one of these ways are contrasted to locate the most
ideal approach to figure age range of the face images in the database. After watching aftereffects of all features
discussed above, face images are bunched into 2, 3, and 4 gatherings utilizing K-Means grouping calculation. It
has been detected that wrinkle topography feature i.e., F5 gives the best result to gauge human age range in
contrast with different components. The above result drives us to the conclusion that wrinkle topography
Analysis has been the best strategy to find human age range of a person. We believe that identification systems
that are robust in natural environments, in the presence of noise and illumination changes, cannot rely on a
single modality, so that fusion with other modalities is essential. Technology used in smart environments has to
be unobtrusive and allow users to act freely. Wearable systems in particular require their sensing technology to
be small, low powered and easily integral with the user's clothing. Considering all the requirements,
identification systems that use face recognition and speaker identification seem to us to have the most potential
for wide-spread application. Cameras and microphones today are very small, light-weight and have been
successfully integrated with wearable systems. Audio and video based recognition systems have the critical
advantage that they use the modalities humans use for recognition.
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